Assignment 2

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed.

As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

1) In the chirographic age most manuscripts were
   - Restricted to monasteries and royal libraries
   - Available in public libraries
   - Privately owned by scholarship
   - Printed by Royal decree alone

   No, the answer is incorrect.

   Score: 0

   Accepted Answers:
   - Restricted to monasteries and royal libraries

2) Which change in writing systems made silent reading possible?
   - The binding of codices
   - Scribal desks
   - Introduction of space between words
   - Illustration of manuscripts

   No, the answer is incorrect.

   Score: 0

   Accepted Answers:
   - Introduction of space between words

3) Why did Plato banish poets from his ‘Republic’?
   - His wife tied with a poet
   - Poet’s use imagination
   - Poets write
   - Poets opposed authoritarian rule

   No, the answer is incorrect.

   Score: 0

   Accepted Answers:
   - Poet’s use imagination

4) In the era of oral communication, good poets usually practiced a ________?
   - Classical metrical pattern
   - Wide repertoire of metrical patterns
   - An act of reading from pattern books
   - An exact memory of the text

   No, the answer is incorrect.

   Score: 0

   Accepted Answers:
   - Wide repertoire of metrical patterns

5) Which feature of writing and reading makes it difficult for people with small hands?
   - Writing required sharpening of the quill
   - Composition requires concentration
   - Writing requires liquid ink
   - Manuscripts are often burnished with gold

   No, the answer is incorrect.

   Score: 0

   Accepted Answers:
   - Composition requires concentration